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1. Atom manipulation with STM

Rapid progress in STM experimentation

Small set electronics with precise structures
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- Nonuniform
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Geometry
Doping scheme: $n$ and $d$-semiconductors
Electronics: Atomic scale electronics

Solid state electronics

Metal-insulator transition
Hybridization
Natural $p$

$3D$ diamond

$2D$ array

$p$-band crossing
$s$-band crossing

$p$-band, $s$-band

$3D$ chain

$2D$ array

$1D$ chain

$gap$

$p$-large $p$-small

$p$-large $p$-small

Metallic regardless of $p$

Semiconducting regardless of $p$

$1D$ ME chain

$1D$ ME chain

Floating or chemical bonding

Substrate as a template

Precise structures

Spacings $p$ = Electronic properties
Substrate effects

Atomic modulation doping - least band deformation

4p, 5s band with acceptor X1 and donor P

Large

Small

E-p crossing

S1 3s

S1 3p
d 3p

S1 3d

2 each

2 each

n/channel

22 Si atoms

edge state due to H

H atom

2.1 Functional

Doping

Available for chain

1. Reduce orbitals

Second layer silicon

First layer silicon

Hydrogen

Group I A alkali

Adhesion chain bound to

interface with hydrogen

 showcases hydrogen bonding sustained adhesion chain bound to interface Si (100)
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Towards devices with gain
Transport through junctions
Ohmic contact
Substrate effects
Future

Donors Group I, acceptors Group VII
Periodic, beside the chain:
Doping method:
Metal chain: semiconductor
So far

As a template - no uncertainty
Please adatom structures on a regulated surface

Summary

Potential blockade

Localised, small C
Inherent exchange

Extended, large C
Frequent exchange (Ohmic contact)

Al contact

Wave Function

Conditions for Shockley surface mode